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The concept of quasi-coincidence of a fuzzy point to a fuzzy set is investigated. 
The notion of a quasi-fuzzy Hausdorff topological space is introduced and its close 
relationship with the properties of fuzzy Hausdorff and Hausdorf is shown. © 1986 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout his paper X will be a base space consisting of more than 
one point. Any one of two interpretations of a fuzzy point, and a fuzzy 
point belonging to a fuzzy set may be used, except where special attention 
is drawn to a distinction resulting under the two interpretations (notably in 
Theorem 5.5). They are: 
INTERPRETATION A [2]. A fuzzy point jip, with support p on X 
(sometimes just denoted by p) is a fuzzy set (on X) with characteristic 
function #p(p)=a, /lp(x) =0 if x#p, where 0<¢¢< 1. "]7he fuzzy point #p 
belongs to the fuzzy set #A (on X) iff/2 v (p) < p~ (p)_ We write #p & #A (or 
even p ~ A ). 
This interpretation differs from the original one of Wong [3] and also 
takes care of objections raised by Gottwald [4]_ 
INTERPRETATION B. [1]. A fuzzy point #p, with support p on X, is a 
fuzzy set (on X) with characteristic function pp(p)= ~, #p(x)=0 if x Cp, 
where 0 < c~ ~ 1. The fuzzy point pp belongs to the fuzzy set #, (on X) iff 
flp(p)<~IIA(p). We write Up~t~A (or p~A). 
Pu and Liu in [1] defined the concept of quasi-coincidence as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.1. (1) A fuzzy point #p is quasi-coincident with the fuzzy 
set #A iff/lp (p) + PA (P) > 1. We write/lp (qco) PA (or p(qco) A). 
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(2) A fuzzy set/~/l is quasi-coincident wi h the fuzzy set #B iff 3x E J/ 
such that #/l (x)+ #B (x)> i. We write #A (qco)#B (or even A(qco) B). 
Remark 1.2. Note that 
(i) A(qco) B iff B(qco) A. 
(ii) p(qco)A and A = B (i.e., #A(X)<~#B(X), VxeX), then p(qco)B. 
(iii) A(qco)B~Ac~B~ (i.e., #/l /\ #B ~ /~o, where #0 is the 
function identically zero on X). 
(iv) p(qeo) w e Ai iff 3i~ I such that p(qco) A~ (i.e., /Zp(qCO) V i ],t:l ` iff 
~i~I such that //p(qCO) //A~). 
(v) A c B iff A and B' are not quasi-coincident. (B' denotes as usual 
the fuzzy set with characteristic function 1 -  #B(x),) 
Thus A and A' are not quasi-coincident (whereas they need not be dis- 
joint). 
2. FuzzY TOPOLOGIES 
We now consider a fuzzy topological space (X, ~-), where f f  denotes a 
class of fuzzy sets which 
(i) contains the functions which are identically 0 and identically 1 
on X (/~o and #~, respectively); 
(ii) is closed under finite infima (/x ); 
(iii) is closed under arbitrary suprema ( v ). 
DEFINITION 2.1. (See [1, Definition 2.4']). In (X, ow) a fuzzy set #/l (or 
simply A) is a quasi-neighborhood (q-nbd) of a fuzzy point #~ (or simply p) 
iff 3/~Bs~- such that p(qco) BcA; i.e., #v(p)+#B(p)>l and 
~B(X)<~t~A(X), VXe~. 
Note that a q-nbd of a fuzzy point does not generally contain the fuzzy 
point in the sense of either interpretation A or B above. It is easy to see 
that as for neighborhoods of a point in a topological space, or 
neighborhoods of a fuzzy point in a fuzzy topological space, 
PROPOSITION 2_2. If % denotes the family of all q-nbds of p, then 
(1) p(qco) U, VU~q/e 
(2) U, V~°llp~ Uc~ Veqlp 
(3) t :~%, v~ c7~ vE% 
(4) l f  U~°llp, then qv~qlp, VmU, andVd(qco) V, V6qla. 
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We can now define 
DEFINITION 2.3. A fuzzy set /2A (or simply A) in (X, ~-) is a member of 
o~* iff A is a q-nbd for each fuzzy point p such that p(qco)A, i.e., 
Vp(qco) A, 3/2e, e ~ such that p(qco) Bp = A. 
(Of course we know that/2~ e~- iff A is a neighborhood for each fuzzy 
point p such that p ~ A.) 
PROPOSITION 2.4. g*  is a fuzzy topology on (X, ~)  which contains ~.  
Proof ~-* is a fuzzy topology: 
(1) /22 E ~*  since every fuzzy point p is quasi-coincident with X and 
we can take/2Bp =/22 every time./2 o~ o j .  since no fuzzy point is quasi-coin- 
cident with ~.  
(2) If /2A, /2C ~* ,  take p(qco) AcaC. So p(qco)A and p(qco)C. 
Furthermore 3/2B~  ~-, #B'~  ~ such that 
p(qco) Bp ~ A and p(qco) B'p  = C.  
Then p(qco) Bp ~ B'p ~ A c~ C and 
#s,~s, = /2s, A /2B,,~ ~.  
Hence/2A A /2c~* .  
(3) I f /2a ,~* ,  i~l ,  takep(qco) u iA  i. So 3 i~Isuch thatp(qco)A~ 
and since/2a, E ~-*, 3/2s, ~ ~ such that p(qco) B~ c A i. So p(qco) B~ c w e Ai 
and hence/2v,A, ~ .~*. 
The fact that ~-~*  (in the ordinary sense that /2A~=~' /2A~*  ) 
follows from the definition of ~* .  We have in fact: 
THEOREM 2.5. ~ = ~-*. 
Proof Consider /2A E ~*  
/2A (P) = ~p > 0), and put 
and let 0<e<l  and pesupp/2A (i.e., 
/2 p,e ( X ) = 1 - -  O~ p -~- ,2,0~ p i f  x = p , 
= 0 elsewhere. 
This constitutes a fuzzy point if, say, and /~(qco)A and since #a e ~-*, 
q/2B,.~ ~- such that/~(qco) Bp,~ c A. 
Thus #p,~(p)+/2Bp.~(p)> 1 and /2S,,~(X)<~/2A(X ), Vx~X,  and so 
/2...0(p) > 1 -/2.,~ (p) 
~--- 1 - -  1 "Jff ~p- -  ~,(Zp; 
409/116/2-11 
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hence 
~ (P) = ~ </~s,,0 (P) + ee~ 
<~ U~,,~(P) + ~ 
~< U~ (P) + a, 
where/~z) (x) = SUpp sup, gB~,~ (x) (or D = Up U~ Bp,~). Hence/~A (X) ~</~D (X), 
Vxe X. 
Furthermore /~o • o~, and since #n,,0(x) ~< #A (X), VX ~ X, we also have 
/~v (x) ~< #~ (x),Vx • X. We therefore conclude that /~A = #o • ~.  
3. FURTHER DEFINITIONS 
DEFINITION 3.1. Given a topological space (X, .Y-), the family ~ (or in 
the Lowen [5] notation ~o(J)) of all lower semi-continuous functions on 
X into [0, 1 ] is a fuzzy topology on X which will be called the natural 
fuzzy topology on the given topological space. 
Note that if we identify with the crisp set A • Y- its characteristic 
function xA, it is clear that J -~  ~.  
DEFINITION 3.2. Given a fuzzy topological space (X, i f) ,  the family 
~(~)={0( /Q: /~e~-} ,  where 0 ( /~)={x:Nx)>0} is a topology on X, 
called the support opology induced by ft .  
More generally V fixed a, 0 ~< e < l, 
where 0~(p)={x:~(x)>~},  is also a topology on X. It is clear that 
~-;~-~(~) = ~0(~/=-Y-~(e~) iff ~ contains the functions identically equal to ~. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Given a topological space (X, ~) ,  the weak topology 
3-~(~)(or z(~-) [5]) on X is the weak topology induced by the functions of 
~- where the topology on [0, 1] is {[0, 1]; ~;  (e, 1], 0~<~< 1}. Clearly 
V0~< 1, ~(~ c Y-wry). 
Furthermore, given a topological space (X,¢-), then V0~<~<I, 
On the other hand, given a fuzzy topological space (X, Y),  then the 
natural fuzzy topology induced by ~-]~(~,) (0 ~< • < 1) and hence Yw~), is 
strictly larger than ~.  
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4. Fuzzy HAUSDORFF 
DEFINITION 4.1. TWO fuzzy points /tp 
ports p and q are distinct. 
In [2] the authors defined: 
and /tq are distinct iff their sup- 
DEFINITION 4.2. (X, ~)  is fuzzy Hausdorff iff for any pair of distinct 
fuzzy points/tp and/tq, 3/tA, /tB ~ ~ such that/tp ~/tA and/tq ~/t B and/tA 
and/tB are disjoint (i.e., PA ^/ ts  =/to). 
They also proved 
THEOREM4.3. (X, ~--) is Hausdorff iff (X, J~) is fuzzy Hausdorff, 
and 
THEOREM 4.4. If(X, ~)  is fuzzy Hausdorff then (X, J~,l:)) is Hausdorff 
They have noted that the converse of this last statement "appears" to be 
not necessarily true. This can easily be seen from the following coun- 
terexample: 
Let ~- be the fuzzy topology on X generated by all possible fuzzy points 
on X with value ½ at their respective supports_ Then ~ is the discrete 
topology on X and so (X, ~,( :1)  is Hausdorff. However (X, ~-) is not 
fuzzy Hausdorff because, e.g., the fuzzy points /tp(p)= ~ and /tq(q)=3, 
p ¢ q cannot be separated by members of ft .  
It should be noted that in [2] the authors used interpretation A of a 
fuzzy point and a fuzzy point belonging to a fuzzy set. However these two 
theorems are also valid under our interpretation B as can be seen after a 
slight modification of the proofs. We can also, under either interpretation, 
strengthen Theorem 4.4 to: 
THEOREM 4.5. I f  (X, ~-) is fuzzy Hausdorff, then (X, ~ss(:)) is Hausdorff 
The converse is not generally true. 
Proof Let p, q ~ X, p ¢ q and consider the distinct fuzzy points pp and 
/tq. Since (X,~-) is fuzzy Hausdorff, 3/tAE~-, / tB~-  such that 
/tA ^ / tB=/to and /tp~/tA and /tq~/tB- Thus p~O(/tA), qeO(/tS), and 
O(/tA) c~ O(/tB) = ~ since /tA /X /tn =/'tO" Hence (X, Js~)) is Hausdorff. 
That the converse does not hold generally, can once again be seen from 
the counter-example mentioned above. It is easy to see that Theorem 4.5 
can be generalized to the case (X, ~, /~))  for each 0 ~< ~ < 1. 
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5. QUASI-FUZZY HAUSDORFF 
The question arises as to whether the theorems in Section 4 have coun- 
terparts if membership of a fuzzy point to a fuzzy set (either Interpretation 
A or B) is replaced by quasi-coincidence. 
DEFINITION5.1. A fuzzy topological space (X ,~)  is quasi-fuzzy 
Hausdorff (q-fuzzy Hausdorff) iff V pair of distinct fuzzy points #p and 1%, 
~/~A, #~ ~ ~- such that p(qco) A, q(qco) B and #A A /~B = #0" 
We can then prove 
THEOREM 5.2. (X, Y-) is Hausdorff iff (X, ~)  is" q-fuzzy Hausdorff 
Proof (=>) Consider two fuzzy points #p,#q,p#q. Since (X , J )  is 
Hausdorff, SA, B e Y-, A c~ B = ~ with p e A and q e B. Then if xA and xB 
denote the characteristic functions of the crisp sets A and B, respectively, 
/~, (qco) x~, ~tq (qco) xB, x,~ A Xs = #o, and xA, x~ ~ ~.  
(~)  Let p, q e X, p # q and consider fuzzy points #p and/.2q with values r
and s, respectively. Since (X, ~)  is q-fuzzy Hausdorff, 3gA, /~e ~ such 
that #A A /~B =#o and ktp(qco)#~ and//q(qCO) #B. 
Hence #p(p)+/~A(p)>l  and #q(q)+#s(q)>l. So #.~(p)> 1 - r  and 
#B(q) > 1 -s  or pe#A ~ ( l - r ,  1] and qe#B~ ( l - s ,  1]. These two sets 
are members of J -  and are disjoint. Thus (X, ~--) is Hausdorff. 
The same argument can also be used to prove that 
THEOREM5_3. If (X ,~)  is q-fuzzy Hausdorff, then (X,Y~(~)) is 
Hausdorff 
The converse statement is not true: 
Let ~ be the fuzzy topology on X generated by all possible fuzzy points 
on X with value ½ at their respective supports. Then, as before in this exam- 
ple, (X, Y-w(.e)) is discrete, hence Hausdorff. However, the fuzzy points 
/~v (P)= ¼ and ],2q(q)= 1, p va q, cannot be separated by disjoint members of 
with which they quasi-coincide. 
We also have 
THEOREM5.4. If (X ,~)  is q-fuzzy Hausdorff, then (X,~-~,)) is 
Hausdorff 
Proof Follow through the same argument as in the second half of the 
proof of Theorem 5.2 above, and observe that peO(#A), q~O(#s) with 
o(u, , )  c~ o(u~)  = ~.  
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This result can clearly also be extended to (X, ~,(~))  for any fixed ~, 
0 ~< • < 1. This makes one suspect hat in fact, (X, ~)  is fuzzy Hausdorff iff 
it is q-fuzzy Hausdorff. This is indeed the case under Interpretation A of a 
fuzzy point and its membership, but only one part of the implication is true 
under Interpretation B. 
THEOREM 5.5. (1) Under Interpretation A: ( X, ~ ) is fuzzy Hausdorff iff 
it is q-fuzzy Hausdorff 
(2) Under Interpretation B: If  (X, ~)  is fuzzy Hausdorff then it is q- 
fuzzy Hausdorff, but the converse is not generally true. 
Proof (1 ) (~)  Consider fuzzy points /~p and #q with peq.  Then 
~UA,PBS~- such that #p ~UA, Uq~YS, and p~/x UB=Uo. Thus 
Up(P)<UA(p) and #q(q)<us(q). If Up(P) and Uq(q) are >~½, then 
p(qco) A and q(qco) B. 
If Up (P)= r < ½ (say), then rather consider the fuzzy point with support p 
and value 1 -  r instead, and choose the corresponding UA and UB. Then 
UA(P) > 1 - r and we have that p(qco) A. 
( ~ ) Consider fuzzy points Up and Pq with p ¢ q. Then 3UA, UB e Y such 
that UA/xUB=#O, and Up(P)+UA(p)>l and Uq(q)+uB(q)>l. If 
Up(p)<-~½ and Uq(q)<<.½, then Up~UA and Uq~#~- If Up(P)= l - r>½ (say) 
(0 <r<½) then rather consider the fuzzy point with support p and 
value r instead, and choose the corresponding UA and Us. Then 
UA (P) > 1 -- r = Up(P), and hence Up ~ UA- 
(2) We now have for two distinct fuzzy points Up and Uq, disjoint 
UA, UB ~ f f  such that Up (P) ~< UA (P) and Uq (q) ~< U~ (q)- 
If Up(P) and Uq(q) are  > 1 then p(qco) A and q(qco) B. 
If Up (P)--r  ~< ½ (say) then rather consider the fuzzy point with support p 
and value 1 -  r + e, where 0 < e ~< r, and choose the corresponding YA and 
UB. Then 1 --r+e<-..UA(P ) or  UA(P)-[-Up(P)~ I +~> l,  hence p(qco) A. 
The reverse argument under (1) above fails here if we have a fuzzy point 
Up(p) = 1 (r=0). We can in fact exhibit the following example of an 
(X, i f )  which is under Interpretation B q-fuzzy Hausdorff but not fuzzy 
Hausdorff: Let g be the fuzzy topology on X= [0, 1] generated by all 
possible functions consisting of "e-type steps" defined on the whole of 
[0, 1] as in the sketch: 
. . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 
1 
! 
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Then (X, ~)  is a q-fuzzy Hausdorff: If #p and ~/q are distinct fuzzy points, 
choose a natural number n such that 
Iq-pl 
2n+ 1 
~ <  1 -#p(p)  v [.tq(q) and <Up(P)  A Uq(q) 
and put e= [q -p l / (2n+ 1). Two e-type step functions can now be con- 
structed which would be "disjoint" and with which tLp and #q will quasi- 
coincide, respectively: 
° * ° ° , ° ° ° ° ° ° o ° , ° o |  . . . .  ° . . . . .  o ° , ° |  . . . .  ° . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  and . . . . . .  I 1 
J 
0 M - -  ~ 1 0 ~ - -  ~ 1 
P q P q 
However, (X ,g )  is not fuzzy Hausdorff since the fuzzy points 
#p(p) = 1 = l.tq(q), p ~ q cannot be "separated" by disjoint members of ~ .  
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